
THE BIG GAME SHOOTING (INDIVIDUAL HUNTING)

RED-DEER GAME (CERVUS ELAPHUS L)

Red-deer stag - trophy up to 1,99 kq 258

Red-deer stag - trophy from 2 00 to 2,49 kg 310

Red-deer stag - trophy from 2,50 kg to 2,99 kg 465

Red-deer stag - trophy from 3,00 kg to 3,49 kg 620

Red-deer stag - trophy from 3,50 kg to 3,99 kg 774

Red-deer stag - trophy 4 kg 877

Red-deer stag - trophy each additional 10 gr from 4,01 kg to 4,99 kg 4

Red-deer stag - trophy 5,00 kq 1.186

Red-deer stag - trophy each additional 10 qr from 5,01 kg to 5,99 kg 7

Red-deer stag - trophy 6,00 kq 1.806

Red-deer staq - trophy each additional 10 qr from 6,01 kq to 6,99 kq 10

Red-deer stag - trophy 7,00 kg 2.837

Red-deer stag - trophy each additional 10 gr from 7,01 kg to 7,99 kg 13

Red-deer stag - trophy 8,00 kg 4.075

Red-deer stag - trophy each additional 10 gr from 8,01 kg to 8,99 kg 13

Red-deer stag - trophy 9,00 kg 5.312

Red-deer stag - trophy each additional 10 gr over 9,00 kg 16

Red-deer stag - trophy 210,00 CIC points 5.251

Red-deer stag - each additional point from 210,01 to 219,99 CIC points 569

Red-deer stag - trophy 220,00 CIC points 10.933

Red-deer stag - each additional point from 220,01 to 229,99 CIC points 670

Red-deer stag - trophy 230,00 CIC points 17.638

Red-deer stag - each additional point over 230,00 CIC points 1052

one-year old stag 104

hind 83

fawn 52

WILD BOAR GAME (SUS SCROFA L.)

Wild boar -trophy up to 11,99 cm 109

Wild boar -trophy from 12,00 cm to 13,99 cm 219

Wild boar -trophy from 14,00 cm to 15,99 cm 328

Wild boar -trophy 16,00 cm 438

Wild boar -trophy each additional 1 mm from 16,01 cm to 17,99 cm Wild boar -trophy 18 cm 11

Wild boar -trophy 18,00 cm 656

Wild boar -trophy each additional 1 mm from 18,01 cm to 19,99 cm Wild boar -trophy 20 cm 17

Wild boar -trophy 20,00 cm 984

Wild boar -trophy each additional 1 mm from 20,01 cm to 21,99 cm Wild boar -trophy 22 cm 28

Wild boar -trophy 22,00 cm 1.531

Wild boar -trophy each additional 1 mm from 22,01 cm to 23,99 cm Wild boar -trophy 24 cm 39

Wild boar -trophy 24,00 cm 2.296

Wild boar -trophy each additional 1 mm from 24,01 cm to 25,99 cm 50

Wild boar -trophy 26 cm 3.280

Wild boar -trophy each additional 1 mm from over 26,00 cm 55

sow - gilt - pig up to 29,99 kg 47



sow - gilt - pig from 30,00 to 59,99 kg 88

sow - gilt - pig over 60,00 kg 129

ROE-DEER GAME (CAPREOLUS CAPREOLUS L.)

Roe-buck - trophy up to 199,99 gr 51

Roe-buck -trophy from 200,00 qr to 249,99 qr 96

Roe-buck -trophy from 250,00 qr to 299,99 qr 129

Roe-buck - trophy 300,00 qr 172

Roe-buck -trophy each additional 1 gr from 300,01 qr to 349,99 gr 4

Roe-buck - trophy 350 345

Roe-buck -trophy each additional 1 gr from 350,01 gr to 399,99 gr 6

Roe-buck - trophy 400 602

Roe-buck -trophy each additional 1 gr from 400,01 gr to 449,99 gr 6

Roe-buck - trophy 450 902

Roe-buck -trophy each additional 1 gr from 450,01 gr to 499,99 gr 8

Roe-buck - trophy 500,00 qr 1.290

Roe-buck -trophy each additional 1 gr over 500,00 gr 9

doe 19

fawn 19

FALLOW GAME (CERVUS DAMA L)

Fallow buck - trophy up to 1,99 kg 181

Fallow buck - trophy 2,00 kg 271

Fallow buck - trophy each additional 10 gr from 2,01 kg to 2,49 kg 4

Fallow buck - trophy 2,50 kg 450

Fallow buck - trophy each additional 10 gr from 2,51 kg to 2,99 kg 6

Fallow buck - trophy 3,00 kg 721

Fallow buck - trophy each additional 10 gr from 3,01 kg to 3,49 kg 8

Fallow buck - trophy 3,50 kg 1081

Fallow buck - trophy each additional 10 gr from 3,51 kg to 3,99 kg 9

Fallow buck - trophy 4,00 kg 1.531

Fallow buck - trophy each additional 10 gr over 4,00 kg 14

one-year-old-buck 77

fallow hind 54

fallow fawn 32

MOUFLON GAME (OVIS MUSIMON SCHREB.)

Ram - trophy up to 49,99 cm 195

Ram -trophy 50 cm 390

Ram -trophy each additional 1 cm from 50,01 cm to 59,99 cm 30

Ram -trophy 60,00 cm 681

Ram -trophy each additional 1 cm from 60,01 cm to 69,99 cm 39

Ram -trophy 70,00 cm 1071



Ram -trophy each additional 1 cm from 70,01 cm to 79,99 cm 49

Ram -trophy 80 cm 1.557

Ram -trophy each additional 1 cm over 80,00 cm 59

mouflon sheep 49

mouflon lamb 29

THE SMALL GAME SHOOTING (INDIVIDUAL HUNTING)

Hare 32

Hare - Shooting price 25

Grey Partridge 25

Grey Partridge - Shooting price 21

Greater White-fronted Goose, Bean Goose 20

Greater White-fronted Goose, Bean Goose - Shooting price 17

Pheasant from free nature 11

Pheasant from free nature-Shooting price 8

Silver phaesant 48

Mallard, Pochard 11

Mallard, Pochard - Shooting price 8

Teal, Garganey, Wigeon 6

Teal, Garganey, Wigeon -Shooting price 5

Black Coot 6

Black Coot - Shooting price 5

Wood Pigeon 6

Wood Pigeon Shooting price 5

African Turtle-Dove 4

African Turtle-Dove - Shooting price 3

Quail 3

Quail - Shooting price 3

Collared Turtle Dove 2

Collared Turtle Dove - Shooting price 2

SERVICES IN HUNTING (INDIVIDUAL HUNTING)

organising the big game hunting in a fenced and open part of the hunting ground, valid for 30 days for 

the hunting ground /per hunter 44

organising the big game hunting in a open part of the hunting ground, valid for 30 days for the hunting 

ground /per hunter 27

hunting - guide in a fenced part of the hunting ground for big game hunting/per day 44

hunting - guide in a fenced part of the hunting ground for big game hunting/half day 22

hunting - guide in a open part of the hunting ground / per day 27

hunting - guide in a open part of the hunting ground/half day 14

renting the hunting weapons - rifle/per day 18

transport to the hunting-ground - passenger car, van / 1 km 2

transport in the hunting-ground - all-terrain vehicle / 1 km 2

hackney-coach - horse-drawn cart/ tractor / 1 hour 14

assistance at the border crossing point (required at the airport) 44

interpreter - translator / per day + board and lodgings 28

organising the small game hunting / per hunter, daily 16



beater-porter, in small game hunting/per day 21

using one's own hound/per day 6

renting a hunting ground's hound / per day 10

renting the hunting weapons - semi automatic shotgun / per day 22

renting the hunting weapons - shotgun / per day 9

rowing-boat / per day 14

motor-boat / per day 17

ship/ 1 hour 31

the service of daily mini bus rental with a driver implies one day of a vehicle use with up to 300 km for 

transport of passengers in internal transport, with the capacity of 16 commercial seats 2

each additional kilometre 44

WILD BOAR DRIVE HUNT (group hunting in fenced part of of hunting grounds)

Hunting ground - KAMARISTE / Price for a hunting day for a group of up to 11 hunters Hunting for a 

group from 10 to 11 hunters. Shooting of 30 wild boars available (all categories of wild boar: male, 

female and young).

At least three drive hunt are organised per day.

The price includes: the complete organization of hunting - hunting-guide, beaters, hunting dogs, tractor 

transport, shooting, trophy, wounding, misses.
The accommodation services may be provided in the hunting lodge situated in the hunting ground, and 

they are charged separately from the price of a hunting day.

Hunting ground - KAMARISTE / Price for a hunting day for a group of up to 11 hunters Hunting ground - 

PLAVNA / Price for a hunting day for a group of up to 11 hunters Hunting for a group from 10 to 11 

hunters. Shooting of 25 wild boars available

(all categories of wild boar: male, female and young).

At least three drive hunt are organised per day.

The price includes: the complete organization of hunting - hunting-guide, beaters, hunting dogs, tractor 

transport, shooting, trophy, wounding, misses.
The accommodation services may be provided in the hunting lodge situated in the hunting ground, and 

they are charged separately from the price of hunting day.

Hunting grounds - KARAKUSA, KUCINE and BOSUTSKE SUME / Price for a hunting day for a group 

of 10 hunters

Hunting grounds SUMARAK and FLAMUNDA

Hunting for a group from 10 to 15 hunters (Karaku§a, Kueine and Bosutske §ume) and from 10 to 13 

hunters (Sumarak and Flamunda). Shooting of 22 wild boars available (all categories of wild boar, 

male, female and young).

At least three drive hunt are organised per day.

The price includes: the complete organization of hunting - hunting-guide, beaters, hunting dogs, 

hackney-coach/tractor transport, shooting, trophy, wounding, misses, transfers from the airport to 

hunting lodges and hunting ground.

The accommodation services may be provided in the hunting lodges situated in the hunting grounds,

and they are charged separately from the price of a hunting day.

If the group has more then 10 hunters, each hunter (11th to 15th) shall pay

 

5.938

8.712

6.600



   

455

EXCLUSIVE PROGRAM - two hunting days in hunting ground KAMARISTE

Price for the complete program package, per group (up to 11 hunters):

Hunting for a group from 10 to 11 hunters.

Shooting of 70 wild boars available (all categories of wild boar: male, female and young).

At least four drive hunt are organised per day.

The price includes: the complete organization of hunting - hunting-guide, beaters, hunting dogs, tractor 

transport, shooting, trophy, wounding, misses.
The price of the program also includes the following services: transfer to/from the airport and hunting 

lodge „Kamari§te", as well as accomodation in hunting lodge„Kamari§te" on a full board basis, 

including drinks.

SPECIAL PROGRAM - two hunting days in hunting ground DELIBLATSKA PESCARA (Sumarak and 

Flamunda) Price for the complete program package, per group of 10 hunters:

Hunting for a group from 10 to 13 hunters.

Shooting of 50 wild boars available (all categories of wild boar: male, female and young).

At least four drive hunt are organised per day.

The price includes: the complete organization of hunting - hunting-guide, beaters, hunting dogs, tractor 

transport, shooting, trophy, wounding, misses.
The price of the program also includes the following services: transfer to/from the airport and hunting 

lodge, as well as accomodation in hunting lodge on a full board basis, including drinks.

If the group has more then 10 hunters, each hunter (11th to 13th) shall pay: 1.426

If the ongoing hunting must be called off due to bad weather conditions or other reasons, the hunting 

day is charged according to the number of shooted wild boars until the moment of hunting termination:

• 30% of the hunting day price- none • 50% of the hunting day price- up to 5 pieces

• 80% of the hunting day price- 6 to 10 pieces • 100% of the hunting day price- 11 and more pieces
If the commenced hunt is terminated because the hunter-tourist insisted on that, one hunting day is 

charged 100% of the price of a hunting day.

SPECIAL HUNTING PROGRAMS (GROUP HUNTING)

Hunting wild ducks in the areas of DELIBLATSKA PESCARA-Labudovo okno, Price per hunter, daily:

DONJE PODUNAVLJE and KOVILJSKI RIT

In the period from 01.09.2016. to 28.02.2017. stand hunt and drive hunt for a group up to 6 hunters
The price includes the complete organization of hunting: insurance, boat-transport, shooting and meat 

3 wild ducks. Every additionally shooted wild duck is charged according to the pricelist "The Small 

Game Shooting".

Hunting wild ducks in hunting ground KAMARISTE / Price per hunter, per 3 hunting days

In the period from 01.09.2016. to 28.02.2017. stand hunt and drive hunt for a group from 6 to 10 

The price includes the complete organization of hunting: insurance, boat-transport,
accommodation services in the hunting lodge (full board) and shooting without limit wild ducks.

One hunting day, Price per hunter

The price includes the complete organization of hunting: insurance, boat-transport,
accommodation services in the hunting lodge (full board) and shooting without limit wild ducks.

Hunting pheasant in hunting grounds RISTOVACA and KACKA SUMA / Price per day, per hunter:

Pursue hunting for groups from 8 to 12 hunters,

The price contains shooting and meat of 7 pheasants and complete organization of hunting
(transfer within the hunting ground, pursuers, hunting dogs), hunters' breakfast and hunters' lunch

The price of game exceeding the quota set forth by the programme:

Pheasant from artificial breeding, shooting alone 8
Pheasant from artificial breeding, shooting and meat 9

103

25.520

14.251

68

130

222



Hunting pheasant in hunting grounds KARAKUSA and HRASTOVACA / Price per day, per hunter:

The price includes: lunch, transfer of pheasants and releasing them into the polygon,

and complete organisation of the hunt. Hunting by searching the grounds with dogs,
for groups from 6 to 25 hunters.The group coming to hunt is in charge of providing the hunting dogs.

Pheasant from artificial breeding, shooting and meat 10

Hunting pheasant in hunting grounds RISTOVACA, KACKA SUMA and HRASTOVACA / Price per 

day, per hunter:

Stand hunting for groups from 5 to 10 hunters,

In the period from 01.10.2016. to 31.03.2017.
The price contains complete organization of hunting.

Pheasant from artificial breeding

shooting alone (total shooting of the group of up to 500 pheasants) 8
shooting alone (total shooting of the group from 500 to 1.000 pheasants) 8

Hunting melanistic pheasant in hunting grounds KACKA SUMA and RISTOVACA / Price per day, per 

hunter:

Persue hunting for the groups from 4 to 6 hunters (in hunting ground Kadka §uma) and from 8 to 12 

hunters (in hunting ground Ristovada).
The price contains shooting and meat of 3 male melanistic pheasants and complete organization of 

hunting (transfer within the hunting ground, pursuers, hunting dogs), breakfast and lunch.

The price of game exceeding the quota set forth by the programme:
Pheasant from artificial breeding, shooting and meat

THE PRICELIST OF BOARD AND LODGING SERVICES IN HUNTING LODGES (per person, per day)

hunting lodge HRASTOVACA - overnight 22

hunting lodge HRASTOVACA - pension breakfast 9

hunting lodge HRASTOVACA - pension lunch 18

hunting lodge HRASTOVACA - pension dinner 18

hunting lodge MESARSKE LIVADE - overnight 22

hunting lodge MESARSKE LIVADE - pension breakfast 9

hunting lodge MESARSKE LIVADE - pension lunch 18

hunting lodge MESARSKE LIVADE - pension dinner 18

hunting lodge STRBAC - overnight 22

hunting lodge STRBAC - pension breakfast 9

hunting lodge STRBAC - pension lunch 18

hunting lodge STRBAC - pension dinner 18

hunting lodge KARAKUSA - overnight 27

hunting lodge KARAKUSA - apartment overnight 44

hunting lodge KARAKUSA - pension breakfast 9

hunting lodge KARAKUSA - pension lunch 18

hunting lodge KARAKUSA - pension dinner 18

hunting lodge VRANJAK - overnight 9

hunting lodge VRANJAK- pension breakfast 3

hunting lodge VRANJAK- pension lunch 6

hunting lodge VRANJAK- pension dinner 6

hunting lodge PLAVNA - overnight 9

hunting lodge PLAVNA - pension breakfast 9

hunting lodge PLAVNA - pension lunch 18

9

11

101

109



hunting lodge PLAVNA - pension dinner 18

hunting lodge BANATSKI JELEN - overnight 16

hunting lodge BANATSKI JELEN - pension breakfast 7

hunting lodge BANATSKI JELEN - pension lunch 13

hunting lodge BANATSKI JELEN - pension dinner 13

hunting lodge SUMARAK-overnight 7

hunting lodge SUMARAK- pension breakfast 3

hunting lodge SUMARAK- pension lunch 6

hunting lodge SUMARAK- pension dinner 6

hunting lodge MARINA - overnight 7
* hunting lodge MARINA - pension meals in the hunting lodge Banatski jelen

hunting lodge FLAMUNDA - overnight 7

hunting lodge FLAMUNDA - pension breakfast 3

hunting lodge FLAMUNDA - pension lunch 6

hunting lodge FLAMUNDA - pension dinner 6

hunting lodge DOLINA-overnight 7

hunting lodge DOLINA -pension breakfast 3

hunting lodge DOLINA-pension lunch 6

hunting lodge DOLINA - pension dinner 6

hunting lodge KAMARISTE - overnight 16

hunting lodge KAMARISTE - pension breakfast 7

hunting lodge KAMARISTE - pension lunch 13

hunting lodge KAMARISTE - pension dinner 13

hunting lodge CETIRI JELENA - overnight 16

hunting lodge CETIRI JELENA - pension breakfast 7

hunting lodge CETIRI JELENA - pension lunch 13

hunting lodge CETIRI JELENA - pension dinner 13

hunting lodge CARDAK - overnight 16

hunting lodge CARDAK - pension breakfast 7

hunting lodge CARDAK - pension lunch 13

hunting lodge CARDAK - A pension dinner 13


